8	PEOPLE AND POETS
Criminal themes and vulgar jesting are signs that a given ballad
tradition is on the wane, through the withdrawal of the best ele-
ments of society. Singers and hearers are normally analphabetic.
Illiterate' is no"term to apply to the creators of so much exquisite
literature; but theirs is a literature for the ear, not for the eye. The
spread of the habit of reading—the habit, rather than the mere
ability—is everywhere a principal cause of ballad decline. Gradu-
ally more and more members of the community seek their pleasure
away from the ballads, which fall to the exclusive possession of the
vulgar. In the best periods the ballad people is homogeneous.
The relationships maintained within such societies are entirely
personal  *A man's a man for a' that' in ballad poetry, and he is
found to act upon the simplest and most universal motives.  The
sphere of his activities is uniform, and even monotonous.  Feuds
arise out of quarrels among tipplers, brides are stolen with the same
precautions, duels are between puny heroes and gigantic villains,
there are heroic massacres of a common pattern, love comes at first
sight and is irresistible, and a simple ethical code distinguishes
right and wrong without the sanction of religion. These repetitions
are not due, one feels, to poverty of imagination, but to a feeling
that everything has its due ritual and form. An event, whatever its
actual circumstances, readily pours itself into one of the established
moulds, using the appropriate form of words. Professor Popovic
has told me that ballads on the Great War already circulate in the
hills of Montenegro.   The details are those of ballad tradition:
Tsar William writes a letter to Tsar Peter demanding submission
or tribute. Tsar Peter receives the letter, says not a word, springs
to his nimble feet, and mounts his horse, taking lance and pistols.
The rivals meet and exchange their blows, and the Serb is inevit-
ably the victor. A pattern of this kind seems to run through these
efforts to express poetically a recent event which is known to have
taken quite another form. Vuk Stepan Karadzic has told us how
one of his informants was suddenly moved to compose a poem on
the scuffle for which he had to flee from his home.   In place of
a mean affray with a Turkish gendarme, the rhapsode produced
a full-dress duel with a gigantic pagan adversary, first with the
lance, and then with pistols. Each thing has its proper rhythm.
This rhythm and these conditions of society may be truly de-
scribed as medieval. Ballads do not begin anywhere in Europe
until the mass migrations have subsided and left people engaged

